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OCTOBER 2014 — Steve Jeal
We met at London Bridge and
proceeded via the Queens
Walk over Tower Bridge to the
Tower
of
London.
The poppy display was very
impressive and it was moving
to see the "Blood swept lands"
and "Seas of red" exhibit of
888246 poppies filling the
moat and cascading out of the
windows of the tower. Every
poppy represented a British
servicemen who died during
WW1 We then had lunch at
Southwark Cathedral's cafe.
Off to Covent Garden via 3
"weird" art installations by
artist Alex Chinneck
The "melting wax house," the
"upside down house" and the
strange “suspended house”.
IT WAS A GREAT DAY OUT!

AoH

PACEMAKERS CYCLE TEAM DO THE BHF LONDON TO BRIGHTON FOR CHARITY

The Ace of Hearts group was
ACE of HEARTS COMMITTEE
WISH THE STAFF & RESIDENTS
OF SUNRISE, FROGNAL LANE,
SIDCUP A MERRY CHRISTMAS
AND OUR SINCERE THANKS FOR
ALLOWING AoH CARDIAC SUPPORT GROUP TO HOLD OUR
MONTHLY MEETINGS AT YOUR
ATTRACTIVE PREMISIS AND FOR
YOUR HOSPITALITY OVER THE
PAST 3 YEARS.
MERRY XMAS to AoH Members

(AoH Chairman)

Visit London Poppy Display

invited to support the BHF
annual cycle ride from London to Brighton for charity.
Guy Beattie (AoH Ctte Member) was instrumental in
press ganging, sorry persuading a number of brave
souls to buy a bike and try
to ride it 54 miles to Brighton. Being the only sensible
person, I said “No Way Hosea!” I did however volunteer to be in charge of
transport. (I now withdraw
my assertion above that I
am in any way sensible!).

Our intrepid
Members all
completed
the marathon
journey and
all deserve an
Endurance
Award.
Pacemaker
GUY
Members are:
Ian Giles (AoH Chairman)
Amanda Mitchell (AoH Founder)
Guy Beattie (AoH Events Mangr)
Tony Holder (AoH Member)
David Brown (AoH Member)

Also friends Emma, Terry
and Johno completed the 8
rider team. Due to unforeseen circumstances it took
12 hours to complete. (See
Amanda’s article on page 3
(NO - not that page 3 !).
The team raised a massive
£3196.72 for charity and
the cheque was presented
to Jo Howe (BHF) in the
presence of the Mayor of
Bexley at the Montrose Club
in Sidcup. WELL DONE
AoH Pacemakers in 2014.

!?!

Cycle chaos at Turners Hill

AoH Pacemakers Team

Ian (Chairman) presents cheque to Jo (BHF)
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AoH — 2014 SUMMER OLYMPICS at SUNRISE in PHOTOS

AoH Visit HYTHE by -

Well the day started off a bit cloudy as 16
of the 17 Ace of Hearts members gathered
for 9.00 am at Crayside. At 9.20 Tony (No.
17) strolled across the car park – “Are you
waiting for me”!!?? There was a loud, unprintable response and we set off. We had
a good run down to Hythe and the sun
came out.
We started with a guided tour of the highlights of Hythe, discovering the long and
exciting history of this little sea side town.
Lillian (late booker) muttered: “that shouldn’t take long” in a joking manner – Guy (tour leader) considered asking
her to leave the bus suggesting she may
find a solo tour of Crayford more interesting! Lillian fluttered her eye lashes and was
allowed to remain on the coach.
We had a walk around the town and

finished at the Church and Crypt. The Official Tour Guide explained that most of the
present built up area was in the sea until
recent times. Roger tried to take over the
tour but he had to be restrained and muzzled as he kept referring to the Cutty Sark
having been tied up in Hythe High Street in
the 17th century! By this time the sun was
blazing and Doreen had taken what Roger
estimated to be 2000 photos – (probably
more accurately 100 photos). Back down
to the town centre and a bite to eat for
some and a pint for others. Big Dave and
Tony each sunk 2 pints of Guinness and
bitter respectively in the Kings Arms whilst
Phil had a small, diet slim line tonic!?!
We then strolled down to the beach where
we found a friendly, but strangely familiar,
vagrant lazing on the benches (the other
Dave. The sun was hot and there were fears
that Dave may change colour to very bright
red! Still we knew that JudoMike was
anxious to try out the AoH defib machine so we left Dave undisturbed. Doreen managed to get her kite flying with Guy’s trunks
attached. A strong wave had released them
when Guy could not resist a quick swim to
Calais. Fortunately we had some Sudocrem
left over from the Pacemakers bike ride to
Brighton and a volunteer oiled him up for

the channel crossing!!? Then we went to
Burmarsh Tythe Barn Tea Rooms for 4.00
pm Crème Tea. Guy was kind enough to
drive down one road both ways so we
could all see the view of Port Lyme! (He
rejected the unanimous criticism that he
had lost the way). Steve (Vice Chair) was
not on the trip thus Phil was the substitute innocent victim that was bullied and
picked on. Whilst everyone tucked in to
the calorific cream teas, Phil made do
with a lettuce leaf and a glass of water.
Guy, Tony, Gavin and Big Dave need to go
to Specsavers as they have all reported
Phil’s consumption as being a massive 3
scoop ice cream with whipped cream on
top! Gavin drove us all home safely and
all had an enjoyable and exciting day out
— even Lillian!?!
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AoH PACEMAKERS TEAM DO THE BHF LONDON TO BRIGHTON EVENT!! By AMANDA
It was an amazing day…..more like a
family day out….the cycle trip was therapeutic with it’s beautiful scenery along
the roads to Brighton; things you don’t
tend to notice when you’re driving
along. Although we had to train to meet
the demand of the 54 mile trek, we
took lots of rests and there was plenty
of drink stops and BBQ’s on the way.
We met at Clapham Common at 5.30
am. The ride started at 6.30 am, and
AoH Pacemakers Team took off. We
were on busy roads on the way out of
London, but later reached more enjoyable quieter areas. With the large number of people participating, the roads
just weren’t big enough for us all; you
had to have your wits about you all the
time. Some people were cycling at such
speeds on the outside lane, it was like
the M25. Others pulling out to overtake
someone in front of them, without
checking behind first. Accidents happened and were upsetting to see. Tony
had an accident on route; he fell off his
IAN

TONY

bike and grazed his arm and leg. I fell off of
mine momentarily; just lost balance trying to
set off from a (non-alcoholic) drink stop!
There were so many bikes on the side of the
road, either parked or pulling over or pulling
away. The biggest accident (needing the Air
Ambulance), probably caused the majority of
the small accidents because of the congestion it created; at one point we were gridlocked along one road for 3 hours, all just
walking and talking along the way. People
behind us started a Mexican wave to lighten
the frustrated mood. You couldn’t turn
around, you were trapped and had to keep
going. Proud of myself here - for not having a
panic attack – I suffer from claustrophobia.
Amazing though how the locals jumped on
bandwagon of this event - serving drinks and
sweets along the pavements outside their
back gardens; there was even a random
disco van on the side of the road, with its
boot open, which had been turned into a
drinks bar — we should have called it a day
then and had a party - but AOH ploughed
on!!! Eventually we regrouped amongst the
thousands. We were tired and my patience
was running thin with inconsiderate cyclists.
One man told me and Emma to get a move

on and I shouted back at him - “******”
(expletive deleted!). Looking back at it, he was
warning us of the stampede catching up with
us. He was right, (retrospective apologies to
the man I yelled at). Ian’s knee held out the
race but he suffered in silence and somehow
made it to the end. Amazing when he had the
knee operation barely one month beforehand.
He doesn’t recommend this type of post op
exercise as conducive therapy. (He has now
had a second op!) The craziest thing was being advised by a competitive female cyclist
that removal of undergarments ( going commando) is essential to be a more comfortable
experience!? I’m not mentioning AoH names
who actually followed this advice (Guy), but it
seemed a load of old nonsense to me until 4
hours into the race!! This professionals words
couldn’t have been more valuable — FRICTION
Phil’s supply of Sudocrem was in the trailer!!
I could go on about the day, as I loved every
minute of it, especially being with my support
group friends……it was a day I won’t forget,
Well done Tony—you were my star of the day
for sure…!! Here’s to 2015 L2B !?!

AoH Meets Dr. Winston Martin by Amanda

AoH had the pleasure of hosting a Patient Focus meeting with Winston
Martin this September. It was a very interesting experience shared by all,
where by members were asked to express their experiences and journeys
through their cardiac events. Winston is director of cardiac care services
across North Kent and London and is seeking to help improve current
cardiac services across the board. He arranged us into groups and asked
us a variety of detailed questions to identify both positive and negative
outcomes. Members of AOH made useful contributions and felt Winston
had genuinely listened to them.
Dr Winston Martin (Cardiologist, Clinical Director, Emergency & Unscheduled Care Directorate, Darent Valley Hospital)

CHATHAM DOCKYARD VISIT by Roger
The sun shone! We arrived safely and
Mike got a great deal on the entrance
tickets, apparently we were all senior
citizens! A wander round the RNLI
lifeboats to start us off, Steve was on
form and on “display” – déjà vu?
After a few poses for “The midwife,”
then a stroll up to the Victorian ropery, Steve was then the first in the
queue to volunteer and again joined by Guy to help with the rope making
demonstration, making the rope the “old fashioned “ way. It suited them
well. They came away with a piece of the rope they had made. Clever
Boys! Then we had a nice lunch in the Railway workshop. The bravest of
the bunch went to board the “OCELOT” submarine and came out thinking
they were qualified sub mariners. The less adventurous of us had a walk
round “HMS CAVALIER” battle ship. We then regrouped and all visited the
fascinating “HMS GARNET” with a guide on board who made it so interesting. A whistle stop tour of the “OLD SMITHY” where the children of the
group (Steve and Liz) made paper rockets! Finally after a coffee break we
did the “HEART of OAK” display learning all about the history of the dockyard and the great wooden ships that were built there. John kept on about
it being just the best day out! It was a great day and lots of fun.

AoH FOOTSCRAY MEADOW AUTUMN WALK
AoH Members met for another lovely walk along by the River
Cray through the landscaped setting designed by Capability
Brown. Terry was nearly banned again by Mike for Health &
Safety breaches. Terry’s response - unprintable!! (Not really).

